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The Bucket Filler books use the concept of an 

invisible bucket to encourage positive behavior and warm hearts. 

Each book shows children how rewarding it is to express kindness,

appreciation and love to others. In response to school district COVID-19

protocols, this year's initiative featured all on-demand video read-alongs

with local arts organizations and author Carol McCloud.

Bucket Fillers Reading Day

,

How would you rate your 
webisode read-along video?

Teacher Survey Responses

Students Classrooms Schools

How would you rate your 
overall reading day experience?

4.9 / 5 Stars

Nov. 16, 2021
Participation

4.8 / 5 Stars

455 teachers solicited 

based on average rating

1

What suggestions do you have for improving this program?

Selected Comments:

I found some great activities on the Teachers Pay Teacher website, like sorting different behaviors

into the filling bucket and dipping bucket categories, that would be great to use at any age. 

I loved having the webisode link available when my students were ready. Often we run late as we

are 4 years old and it was nice that we weren't making someone wait for us. 

I loved the posters that were included in the box for the classroom! The kids loved the book too. 

The only thing I can think of is for the pre-recorded readers to slow down their read aloud a little

bit so the younger children can follow along with their own books. 

I think the engagement is better when there are live, in-person volunteer readers and ideas and

stories could be shared.

The introduction to the book on the video was long and my students had a hard time staying

focused.
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Please share examples of student comments and reactions.

Selected Comments:

2

One student commented afterwards "I am going to work on being a bucket filler every day!" 

One of my students said, "Wow! That makes sense."

About 5 minutes after the video, one of my students fell in the room and some students laughed

at him.  He said "you just took from my bucket" and they realized they weren't being kind.

After the presentation, our kids made buckets and then spent about half an hour writing things to

their friends and filling their buckets.  It was so great to see kids caring for one another.

I use this book to teach about bucket filling/dipping on the very first week of school. I love this

opportunity to revisit the concept at this time of the year. It is the perfect timing to revamp their

excitement of being kind and filling buckets. I also appreciate the fact that they now get their

own book to take home and share the concept with their family.

My scholars thank you for the book as do I! My Pre-k class is called the Bucket Filling Class. Each

scholar has a bucket with the bucket filling sticker on it. Each one receives a laminated star or

heart in various bright colors when they are caught being a bucket filler. When they have at least

eight they receive a treasure; if they have nine or more they can choose two treasures. I LOVE

your books. I have been using them for years after I attended a conference you taught.

They stood and pledged to be Bucket Fillers and were very excited when the author said, "You

are now in the club!" 

My students were spellbound during the reading of Bucket Filling from A to Z.  They asked to

make a list of ways they could fill buckets and show kindness.

Right after the video, a student who is emotionally struggling in my class called another student

mean, and a different student reminded him to be a filler not a dipper.

Students were excited to share the book with their families when they got home.

The children loved the concept of bucket fillers. I heard them talking about it on the playground

after our story time. This will definitely stick with them. 



How would you rate your 
webisode or in-person reading?

Teacher Survey Responses

,
Schools

 In partnership with the Suncoast Campaign for 

Grade-Level Reading, EOD Reading Day engages elementary 

students through diverse authored and illustrated books. In response to

COVID-19, teachers selected either in-person volunteer readers or on-

demand video read-alongs. All were given the opportunity to continue

exploring their assigned title via on-demand teaching artist activity videos.

EOD Reading Day

Students Classrooms

How would you rate your 
overall reading day experience?

4.9 / 5 Stars

March 8, 2022
Participation

4.8 / 5 Stars

What suggestions do you have for improving this program?

Selected Comments:

484 teachers solicited 

based on average rating

3

Give tips to guest readers on how to engage the children, especially if they are inexperienced.

I appreciated the ability to stop and start the webisode read-along video to ask comprehension

questions and explain vocabulary. Please keep this option for teachers.

I loved the webisode video read-along. If possible, you could explain at least one of the EOD

works of art that is displayed in the background.  I stopped the video and we talked about the

"Liberty Enlightening the World" artwork and what we thought it meant.   

It was all great! I like that we are able to do it virtually; it makes it easier for the teacher to do

when it is a convenient time for them. The kids love the teaching artist activities.

It was just wonderful. The children enjoyed reading along with their own copies and were

ecstatic to be able to take a book home of their very own.
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Please share examples of student comments and reactions.

Selected Comments:

4

Two students from my class commented "I can speak two languages too!"  and "I'm glad she

picked her OWN name!" in response to The Name Jar.

Several students commented "We get to keep these books?! Like forever?!"  

We used a highlighter after the event to find sight words in the book. One of my lowest students

was very excited to have his own book and proudly found three sight words on the first page!  

Each child drew a picture of themselves and a friend including how they would hold them up.

I teach students with special needs and they liked the dance/movement activity included in the

webisode to express themselves!

It is always an incredible experience to have students make connections with a book and a

volunteer.  The Spanish speaking students loved that she could pronounce the words correctly.    

My class had so many answers to the reader's question (example: "Is there anything in your life

that you can think of that relates to the story?")

My ESOL students especially loved the book choice! They loved getting to be experts and know

all the Spanish words. They also really loved our reader Debbie and told me they felt like

rockstars having a photographer in our classroom!

We have recently been talking a lot about our differences - how we look, think, feel, act, speak,

etc. so it was awesome to see my students make connections from this book to prior learning -

lots of "AH-HA" moments.

Several students said that they could relate to the characters and understand how they feel.

The students were so engaged with the artist activity. She was so good taking her time to teach

the students the steps. We all had a great time and they were excited to take their books and

teach their parents what they learned.

The students discussed times when they felt different & not accepted. They were able to make

text-self & text-world connections. 



Students

39%

10%

In-Person Live Virtual On-Demand Video

,

Tours of our annual exhibit have become a signature 

of our education efforts with thousands of students benefiting during 

the past school year. Through peer-guided conversations with high

school aged docents utilizing Visual Thinking Strategies pedagogy,

exhibit tours embrace diversity and inclusion while providing connections

to art education and curriculum engagement through student-driven

exploration.

Exhibit School Tours

Classrooms 2022 Exhibit
Participation

13%

58%

32%

51%

Tours

5
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Teacher Survey Responses

14% 85%
Tour Modality

Grade Level
Live Virtual (17) On-Demand (3)In-Person (99)

Elementary (71) Middle (31) High (17)

School Location

Sarasota (69) Manatee (39)

Outside Florida (8)

Years Visited

First Year (47) 2 - 4 (46) 5 - 7 (15)

8 or more (11)

4.5 / 5 Stars

How would you rate the overall EOD educational experience?

The exhibit tour is aligned to
Social Emotional Learning.

 

4.3 / 5 Stars

The exhibit tour is aligned to 
the Florida Standards.

 

4.6 / 5 Stars

4.4 / 5 Stars

The student docents enhanced the
educational experience.

 

276 teachers solicited 

based on average rating*6

International (3)

1%

60% 26% 14%

58% 33% 7% 2%

39% 38% 13% 10%

1%



What was the most significant outcome 
for your students?

We are always excited to hear examples of reactions to the exhibit.
Please share one or more of those moments.

Selected Comments:

Selected Comments:

7

Eye opening presentations that our students can relate to on the banners. It's really tough being

a middle school aged kid and our students found the banners relatable.

I think the most significant learning outcome was that their thoughts/ideas do have meaning and

are worth expressing. They walked away proud of themselves.

That being kind makes others grow and saying hurtful things can make people wither. 

They walked away with an appreciation of art and an understanding of how you can use

different ways to express your ideas and thoughts.   

We were able to connect visual expression with critical thinking, understanding of others and the

use of language and imagery to help characterize experiences. 

I think being exposed to things like this is good for them, even though it is sometimes over their

heads. They need to be exposed to art and truly see that it can represent what they feel. 

I believe that they were challenged to see multiple perspectives from the several images they

saw and from each other's thoughts. That is the most valuable lesson here.

After our virtual field trip, we had indoor recess. Two students were at the easel center and

painted pictures. Other students gathered around their paintings and I could hear them using

words like, "I notice___," "I think this looks like___," and they were having conversations with the

artists. It was a great connection that the students made organically. 

Many of our students had never been to Sarasota or seen the Bayfront.  It was a wonderful

opportunity for kids who usually feel left out, to be made to feel so special.

One of my students shared, "Wow. I never knew art could be so simple but also make you think

very deeply!"



Comments on the overall educational experience

Is there any additional information you would like to share with us
about your experience?

Selected Comments:

Selected Comments:

48

Amazing exhibit with an excellent docent!

I love how creative the pieces of art are and how they are presented to my students.

Having a docent help us through the art is such a wonderful help to our classes. On the bus,

students were already talking about how they would like to go back with their parents. 

Loved the variety in the artwork and the way each quote was selected to enhance the art. 

My students found the exhibit thought-provoking, challenging, and impactful. The docents were

engaging and professional and did their best to elicit thoughts from my students. I would

recommend this exhibit for anyone.

Our docent was very professional, patient, kind, and understanding of my students. He was very

helpful in guiding my students to develop their thoughts about a particular picture and

encourage them to try to express what they thought the picture was conveying.  

The displays were amazing, but some of the concepts were just a bit over our kids' heads, which I

think made it difficult for them to connect to some of the artwork. 

Being at a Title 1 school, your program is so beneficial for us and we truly appreciate the

experience you provide for our students. Thank you again for an amazing day of art that the

students will never forget!

I am concerned with participating next year given new legislation and would welcome

suggestions on how to do so with minimal risk.

I liked using the questions that we learned in the summer art teacher workshop, namely "What is

happening in this picture? What do you see that makes you say that? What more can you find?"

Ben modeled this well in the summer workshop and I found it easy to use with my students.  Its

simplicity helped the students to participate in our discussions.

Thank you for the opportunity to give students their first field trip experience in 2 years. They were

beyond excited!

The diversity of pieces were INCREDIBLE this year - and I didn't think it was possible for the

exhibit to get better!  



Members of the Education Ambassadors initiative 

participate in a year-long program designed to empower teachers 

and school staff to carry messages of diversity, inclusion, respect and integrity

into their schools in innovative ways. Through this program, participants

become the EOD "experts" at their schools and work toward creating more

inclusive and respectful school cultures by participating in professional

development workshops and designing their own EOD-inspired project.

Teacher Survey Responses

Schools

How would you rate your 
overall ed. ambassador experience?

4.8 / 5 Stars

24 teachers solicited 

Teachers & Staff2021-2022
Participation

What did you find most valuable about the program?

Selected Comments:

Education Ambassadors

9

Students Impacted
,

Access to the guest speakers is invaluable. To get different perspectives from different

professionals helped me to better prepare myself to teach my students.    

I found that the evening meetings were so enjoyable and enriching, with such an interesting

range of topics. They helped me extend new ideas to my students. I also appreciate so much how

these meetings helped me in connecting the exhibit with deeper concepts.  Being able to provide

materials for visual expression that built on these concepts has been a great experience!  

The positivity and encouragement of EOD leadership is awesome. The guest presenters are

always really interesting.

Seeing how other educators used and implemented Embracing Our Differences' values into

impactful educational experiences for their students.

The inspiration and support I needed to continue broadening my students' perspectives with

diversity and embracing their identities through inclusion.

Connection - I often feel left out of the loop. I felt accepted and included when participating as

an ambassador in this program.  

based on average rating



What additional resources would have been beneficial?

Selected Comments:

What part of the program did you find least effective 
in helping you grow as an educator this school year?

I think having more in-person meetings or optional bonding events (depending on COVID) would

be beneficial and ambassadors would get to learn even more from each other. 

I would benefit from more focus on curriculum implementation for primary and secondary levels.

I almost wish our projects were at the start of the year so I could take the time to implement the

fantastic ideas I saw during this school year!

As I understand meeting together is nice for some, I like meeting virtually. It is difficult to work all

day to then drive to a location, listen to speakers for a few hours, then drive home again. 

Honestly, I enjoyed the overall experience. I would like to become more involved with the EOD

Program on the whole.

Selected Comments:

10

I found the program to be very generous. I was able to take back a wealth of experiences to my

class. 

Possibly more lessons, or a partnership with another nonprofit to expand on information given.

Perhaps a reading list of recommendations of good books or literature to read on our own. 

I'd like to hear from more primary and secondary level teachers who have successfully

implemented these projects.

I would love more activities that are easy to copy and share with students.

Perhaps create pods of teachers to assist and support each other.

Perhaps we could start an ongoing evolving list of diverse/inclusion themed books that people

have used with their students. Maybe with grade levels or at least elementary, middle, high

school levels listed. Perhaps each year new ambassadors could use the resources we are sharing,

but also add to the list themselves.



The 2021 Art Intensive brought together 40 art 

teachers for an in-person experience at Nathan Benderson Park’s 

Finish Tower. Featuring sessions from local artists and scholars from Eckerd

College and The University of Tampa, participants engaged in powerful

presentations and interactive lessons geared toward inspiring and

reinvigorating teaching practices. 

Teacher Survey Responses

Schools

Art Intensive Workshop

40 teachers solicited 

TeachersJuly 2021
Participation

Overall, the quality of the 
workshop was excellent.

The ideas presented will be useful in
preparing my students to submit art.

I have enough info to prepare my students 
to submit art to this year’s competition.

The presenters were knowledgeable.

Enough time was allowed 
for asking questions of presenters.

My knowledge of the workshop content
increased as a result of my attending.

I plan to apply the knowledge and skills
acquired in my classroom.

I feel that my time at this 
workshop was well spent.

I would recommend 
this workshop to a colleague.

Strongly
Agree

Somewhat
Agree

Somewhat
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Students Impacted

,

11



I felt very fortunate to participate in Kirk Ke Wang's Asian art making presentation because it was

fun, insightful, and not a typical workshop topic.

Everything was clearly presented and explained. There was a good balance of listening to

presenters and hands-on activities.

It is always impactful to hear from peers in Manatee and Sarasota County, as we did during the

3x8 presentations. Learning about the methodologies of others helps to improve all our practices.

The selected date was perfect prior to returning to work. This is one of the most ORGANIZED,

well-presented workshops I have attended. THANK YOU.

I liked the Visual Thinking Strategies presentation on how to draw inclusive responses from

students about the artwork. I will use that strategy with my students.

Great presenters and beautiful venue. I heard other teachers commenting this was the best EOD

workshop they have attended.

All the pointers on how to submit art. Also, the presenters were a visible example of how we

embrace differences in our thinking, approaches, cultures and styles. I learned so much! It was

the best workshop of them all!

What did you find most valuable about the workshop?

Selected Comments:

I really liked learning about how race and gender have been represented in comics, but I wish the

presenter had gone a little quicker and covered more. 

The grade level break out session because it was at the end of the day.

I would love to learn more on how to incorporate EOD into our lesson plans and how to do it

effectively. I wish maybe in the future, during this workshop, we can practice doing the same

initial steps in creating a piece for EOD by using the worksheets you provide on your site. 

What part(s) of the workshop did you find least effective?

Selected Comments:

12



Embracing Our Differences' Unity Day initiative 

promotes empathy and respect among high school students through 

a full-day workshop of team-building activities that encourage cooperation

and communication while providing opportunities for students to embrace

their similarities & respect their differences. In addition to individual events at

Booker, North Port, Pine View, Riverview, Sarasota, Suncoast Polytech and 

 Venice High Schools and NewGate School, all Unity Day student leaders had

the opportunity to gather in-person as a cross county cohort.

Student Survey Responses

Teachers

Strongly
Agree

Somewhat
Agree

11

Workshops

Not
Sure

Unity Days

674 students solicited 

StudentsFall 2021
Participation

Unity Day was helpful to me.

I learned something new today that 
will help me interact with others better.

The issues we discussed 
today are important to me.

My opinions and experiences 
were valued today in the workshop.

Unity Day had a good mix of 
fun and serious activities.

I would like to see my school 
host more Unity Days.

I plan on becoming actively involved in
creating a peaceful culture at my school.

Somewhat
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Schools

If I had to give Unity Day a grade, I would give it a...

75% 20% 4% 1% 0%
13



People are complex  |  Everyone has their own perspective  |  I need to talk to more people, they’re

cool  |  Confidentiality as a ground rule made it easier to share  |  I am not alone  |  There are safe

spaces to share my feelings  |  We are all going through something  |  You don’t know what someone

is going through  |  It’s ok to cry  |  People have many layers  |  Never make assumptions  |  I have more

in common with others  |  Be open minded  |  Don’t be scared to reach out  |  We make assumptions

immediately  |  Just because you look happy doesn’t mean you are  |  Don’t always have to fake an

emotion in an attempt to feel another one  |  Majority of women have experienced S/A or

harassment  |  Our emotions and experiences matter  |  Teachers cry too  |  Respect everyone, you

never know what can change a person’s life  |  Never hurts to introduce yourself  |  Meeting people is

hard if you're not willing to try  |  Speak about what you need  |  Everyone has a story  |  People have

gone through the same thing as me

Things I learned/takeaway from today:

Selected Comments:

Ways I hope to apply what I learned today are:

Selected Comments:

Stop being scared to talk  |  Listen more  |  Use what I learned outside of this room  |  Stay strong

when I go home  |  Work on my bias  |  Don’t judge a book by its cover  |  Learn to listen and pay

attention  |  Don’t assume anyone’s history or struggles  |  Treating everyone as if they are as complex

as I am  |  I will participate in protests and rallies for equality  |  Talk to friends and family more about

feelings  |  Be more conscious about my word/actions  |  Open up more  |  Ask for help when I need it

Call my friends out when they are rude  |  Do everything we learned in my everyday life

Don’t judge by first impression  |  Take people’s feelings into consideration
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